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W

ith a significant
growth in enterprise
applications, businesses
are evolving and accomplishing
optimized
enterprise
workflows at lower operational costs with higher return on
investment. The complete information cycle of businesses
from various industry verticals
are being seamlessly automated by leveraging these enterprise applications. Acting as
a strong catalyst in this journey of transformation is SAP
solutions. Businesses are realizing the potential that SAP
investments bring in, such as
improved productivity, better efficiency, scalability, integrated information, significant cost savings, streamlined
business processes, mobility,
reporting, regulatory compliance and data security.
However, for most businesses embarking on this journey,
starting off on SAP systems and
their interfaces can be quite a
challenging task. Acting as
deterrents to the success of
SAP implementation projects
are the lack of clarity in scope,
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schedule, planning, budget
allocation and solution validation in tandem with the inadequacy of stakeholder responsibilities. Additionally, there is
a dearth of skilled personnel
successfully carrying out the
implementation and managing
post implementation as well.
Businesses are on the hunt for
the right solution provider who
can navigate and rise above
these challenges and achieve
the set business goals. With
an influx of SAP solution providers penetrating into the
market, key stakeholders are
asking themselves some critical questions: How does one
choose the right vendor? Once
onboard, how does one thrive
in this SAP environment? How
to successfully achieve the
aforementioned advantages?
Dedicated to assisting organizations in powering their
business growth, CIOReviewIndia comes to the fore with
its list of “20 Most Promising
SAP Solution Providers”. A
panel consisting of renowned
CEOs, CIOs, industry analysts
and CIOReviewIndia editorial
team finalized this listing.
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In commendation for their unbridled stride
towards excellence and innovation in this field.
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Sahir Projects: Enabling Ease of Operations
through SAP Business One

T

he growing concerns among companies
Sahir Projects, through SAP Business One imabout data security, customer satisplementation, integrates all departments refaction and cost savings have paved
lated to accounting and finance and equips
new paths for rapid growth in the
them with a robust accounting system with
adoption of SAP solutions. SAP
in-built profit-loss statements, balance
with its plethora of solutions for customer
sheets, various GST compliance reports, erelationship management, financial manway bill to avoid errors by eliminating manNinad Vaidya,
agement, supply chain management and
ual data entry and duplication of data at variHead – SAP Business One,
Sahir Projects
inventory management enables organisations
ous stages thereby ensuring the accuracy and
to digitize the key business operations for better
financial compliance. SAP Business One’s Bankcollaboration and flexibility. SAP has been consistently
ing Module solution enables organizations to record all
reinforcing its position in the market with innovations payment transactions of cash, cheque, bank transfers and
like SAP HANA, an in-memory technology platform credit card payments. The Banking Module also helps orwith advanced analytic processing capabilities. However, ganizations to print cheques and perform bank reconcilinot withstanding the advantages of SAP solutions, the ations to ensure correct figures and bring transparency
implementation involves many challenges like data model into accounting and finance.
complexity, poor data quality, configuration and integration of various modules and lack of proper understanding Building Strong Customer Satisfaction
of the scope of SAP functionalities.
Efficient CRM helps in building and maintaining strong
relations with customers. Sahir Projects with Opportunities module of SAP Business One enables businesses to
analyze and keep track of marketing campaigns and status
SAP’s mobile based solutions
of activities related to sales along with post-sale services
give flexibility to clients for
to tie the goods sold to a contract. Customer satisfaction
managing activities, customer
and retention are the prime factors to drive revenues for
any business. To ensure customer satisfaction with lower
data, sales and purchase
turn-around time, Sahir Projects creates a knowledge
information with a secure
base of solutions for customer issues.
Proper maintenance and controlled flow of inventory
and remote access to the SAP
ensures fulfillment of orders in a timely manner. The comBusiness One environment
pany’s inventory management solution automatically updates the inventory information for every transaction and
Sahir Projects, a certified Open Ecosystem SAP B1 gets it reflected in real time on the stock levels to reduce
partner with years of domain expertise in implementing the chaos about the stock available. “SAP’s mobile based
SAP, offers industry specific solutions by harnessing the solutions give flexibility to clients for managing activities,
potential of SAP Business One software for accounting, customer data, sales and purchase information with a seinventory and production management, reporting and cure and remote access to the SAP Business One environbusiness analytics, and customer relationship manage- ment. Our implementation landscape for SAP Business
ment. Sahir Projects, founded in 1998, helps organiza- One is quite varied for different industries like Trading,
tions realize the potential and scope of SAP Business One Engineering and Machinery, E-commerce, Pharmaceutito reap the benefits of digitalization by streamlining and cals, Banking and Construction. We are planning to expand our services into Textile and Manufacturing indusautomating the business processes.
tries by creating industry specific solutions to maximize
the potential of SAP Business One and enable organizaTransparency in Accounting and Finance
Ensuring accurate and error-free accounting and fi- tions work efficiently with mobility,” says Ninad Vaidya,
nance is one of the major challenges faced by businesses. Head – SAP Business One, Sahir Projects.
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